Subject/Verb Agreement

Read the following sentences. Underline the subject and circle the verb. If the subject and verb do not agree, rewrite the sentence so that they agree.

Example: John run every morning.
John runs every morning.

1. The teacher read a book to the class.

2. He like pizza for dinner.

3. Billy throw the ball.

4. A tree lose its leaves in the fall.

5. Babies cry when they is hungry.

6. Mary likes to eat bananas.

7. The cats plays with the string.

8. I likes to watch TV.

9. I love my mom.

10. The baby cry whenever his mom leave.
Subject/Verb Agreement Answer Key

1. The teacher **read** a book to the class.
   
2. He **like** pizza for dinner.
   
   He likes pizza for dinner.

3. **Billy** **throw** the ball.
   
   Billy throws the ball.

4. A **tree** **lose** its leaves in the fall.
   
   A tree loses its leaves in the fall.

5. Babies cry when **they** **is** hungry.
   
   Babies cry when they are hungry.

6. **Mary** **likes** to eat bananas.

7. The **cats** **plays** with the string.

   The cats play with the string.

8. I **like** to watch TV.

   I like to watch TV.

9. I **love** my mom.

10. The **baby** **cry** whenever his mom leaves.

    The baby cries whenever his mom leaves.